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INTRODUCTION

This application brief demonstrates best practices for sales

and operations distribution planning. By implementing the

IBM Cognos Sales and Operations Planning Performance

Blueprint-Distribution, organizations can test many factors

in the planning process and use the plan to determine

whether resources and budget will meet demand. The

models and processes described in this document are

generic for most North American companies, but can be

configured to support alternative model requirements and

to accommodate planning in many countries.
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OVERVIEW

The IBM Cognos Sales and Operations Planning Performance Blueprint—Distribution provides an in-depth

guide to post-production fulfillment and distribution planning. As sales and operations planning (S&OP)

matures in organizations, it has evolved into an internal, supply chain-wide process that reconciles opera-

tional plans across all relevant business operations. The Sales and Operations Planning suite of Blueprints

continues to grow due to demand plans and their connection to production-constrained supply plans and

constrained distribution plans. Demand and supply plans and the executive review components strongly

reflect companies' operational and strategic financial plans.

Figure 1 shows where the new functionality in fulfillment and distribution fits into the Sales and Operations

Planning Blueprint suite of models.

Figure 1
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BLUEPRINT OBJECTIVES

The IBM Cognos Sales and Operations Planning Performance Blueprint—Distribution is a Web-based

process for S&OP distribution planning using IBM Cognos 8 Planning and IBM Cognos 8 Business

Intelligence. The Blueprint provides a performance-management framework that includes planning, metrics,

and reporting.

This application brief provides an overview of a typical customer implementation. The models and processes

described here apply to most manufacturing companies and can be configured to support alternative model

requirements and accommodate planning in any environment.

Using the Blueprint, organizations can test many major constraints in the planning process: inventory targets

and budgets; warehouse space; service versus cost trade-offs; and other supply chain costs such as carrying

costs and capital investments, variable costs, and fixed cost budgets on the distribution side of the organiza-

tion. Manufacturers can use the plan to determine whether sufficient resources and budget exist to meet

demand over broad time frames, such as months, quarters, or years.

The Blueprint was designed to meet typical business needs, such as:

• A decision-making mechanism to identify over-capacity situations and make informed decisions to

relieve bottlenecks such as allocating available capacity or investing in future capital expansion to

provide additional future capacity

• Planning and controlling priorities

• The ability to model the constraints and costs of

– Warehouse facilities (e.g., space and inventory)

– Critical labor and machinery resources

– Direct and indirect expenses

• Variance analysis and exception reporting from actual to plan

• What-if modeling, which enables managers to perform multi-dimensional and multi-scenario analyses

of changes in demand, supply plan, resource availability, as well as the associated financial impact

• A tool to resolve conflicts in the supply and demand plan

• A method of determining the tradeoff between customer-service levels and constrained resources

• A method of integrating the fulfillment and distribution capabilities into the S&OP process
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Supply-chain management focuses on the flow of raw materials, parts, work-in-process, and finished prod-

ucts required to ensure that customers receive finished products at the right time, in the right location, and

in the right amounts. Executives now realize the importance of logistics to corporate strategy. Superior cus-

tomer service may be the key goal driving logistics strategy, but organizations must also consider cost, value-

added services, flexibility, and adaptability.

Manufacturers must align supply and demand to create one statement of anticipated demand and use that

statement as the single driver for consumption of critical supply-chain resources. Frequently, one key step in

the process—checking available capacity—occurs too late; manufacturers would benefit from integrating an

effective supply-chain capacity check into the S&OP process. The focus should be on bottleneck work

centers, critical in-bound supply chain materials, and restricted support processes, such as financial commit-

ment, transportation and logistics, and warehousing facilities. More than ever, organizations today need an

effective way to identify those resources and link them to the demand plan.

Business Problems Related to S&OP

• Inefficient operations, with limited integration between Sales, Supply Chain/Manufacturing Operations,

and Finance

• Inability for senior management to develop integrated demand and supply plans and simulate financial

impact of scenarios

• Decreased customer loyalty and greater competition

• Low-cost competition

• Systems that do not support overall view of the business

• Disconnected processes caused by multiple functions and processes in the organization

• Multiple and disjointed transaction systems

• Extended and complex global supply-chain networks

• Outsourced logistics and manufacturing

• Significantly increasing logistics costs

• Increasing globalization in manufacturing, resulting in new operational issues



S&OP is a critical link between strategy and execution; the S&OP plan is only valuable if it is attainable.

Supply chain resource planning provides an effective tool for testing the S&OP plan against supply-chain crit-

ical resources as part of the consensus process. Specifically, the IBM Cognos Sales and Operations Planning

Performance Blueprint—Distribution:

• Provides proactive analysis of resources beyond production capacity

• Identifies major resource constraints earlier in the planning process

• Improves communication and coordination

• Enables better alignment between S&OP and resource capabilities

• Drives better customer service through improved planning, faster identification of changes in business

conditions, and more frequent performance review

• Improves visibility across the entire supply chain

• Provides greater connectivity among all aspects of the supply chain

• Delivers exception-based information

• Reduces costs

• Integrates supply-chain logistics planning into the S&OP process

• Parallels physical supply chains in all firms and financial supply chains involving decisions about capital

investments, borrowing, dividends, and other factors under the control of the company financial man-

agers (the two chains should be linked, especially at the strategic level of planning)

• Incorporateswhat-ifmodeling, enabling managers to perform multi-dimensional and multi-scenario analy-

ses of changes in demand, supply plan, resource availability, as well as the associated financial impact

In addition to the benefits specific to the Blueprint, the IBM Cognos 8 Planning solution provides significant

benefits to companies:

• Flexible model development to support a wide variety of planning models

• Web-based or Excel-based deployment of models for data collection and consolidation

• Easy version control

• Real-time workflow to drive collaboration

• Real-time consolidation

• Real-time reporting

• Real-time calculations in the browser for immediate results
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• Audit tracking, user textual annotations, and attachments at the cell, worksheet, and model level to

drive collaboration

• Drop-down validation lists to ensure data consistency

• Scalable architecture with proven deployments to thousands of users

• Linking functionality to provide divergent, yet interrelated components of planning environment

• Off-line capabilities

• Custom-date capabilities with no limit on the time dimension to enable planning by the week, season,

period, quarter, or year

• Unique multi-directional calculation engine that enables input across any dimension at both the detail

and total levels

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

The IBM Cognos Sales and Operations Planning Performance Blueprint—Distribution includes multiple

views into key metrics, charts, graphs, and reports. Several views appear below.

To drive visibility into exceptions and alerts, the Sales and Operations Planning Distribution Portal

(Figure 2) combines charts, graphs, maps and drill-down information to the supporting business intelligence.

Figure 2



The Distribution Center Inventory Level Monitor Map (Figure 3) alerts managers about distribution center

inventory exceptions. The report enables selections for month, product, and distribution center.

Figure 3

The Distribution Center (DC) Master Planner Summary Review Report (Figure 4) shows a complete view of

a distribution center’s inventory plan. This report enables a user to look at inbound inventory, outbound

inventory, forecasted inventory values, and planned inventory value and provides alerts to those areas where

inventory is forecasted above capacity plans.

Figure 4
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The Ending Inventory Status Report (Figure 5) shows projected ending inventory for a distribution center and highlights

any products that are forecasted to be out of stock, providing future visibility to drive higher revenue and margin.

Figure 5

The Resource Capacity Plan Chart (Figure 6) provides a resource capacity plan over time, by resource,

product, distribution center, and plan version. Charting forecasted required capacity against demonstrated

and maximum capacity with highlighting provides clear visibility into resources that will constrain the

demand placed on the distribution center.

Figure 6
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The Distribution Center (DC) Resource Requirements Summary Chart (Figure 7) shows the summary level

machine and labor capacity for each month. To alert the planner of the need to reallocate plan data, this view

highlights in red any months where required capacity exceeds maximum capacity. Users can display this

report by distribution center, product, month, and version. Users can view details of resources in this

summary report by clicking on the Month link.

Figure 7



If you drill down from the Summary Report in Figure 7, you will see the Resource Requirements Plan

(Figure 8). This report provides detailed information about resources, which helps drive resource-allocation

decisions; the report also helps companies meet the demand plan on the distribution center.

Figure 8
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The Distribution Center Pro Forma Income Statement (Figure 9) provides a simulated pro-forma profit and

loss statement (P&L) for the distribution center. The P&L is based on the demand and cost plans resulting

from the planning process. In addition, multi-dimensional views (Figure 10) of costs provide insight into the

variance between plan and actual.

Figure 9

Figure 10
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REAL-TIMEWORKFLOW VISIBILITY

As the master planner and distribution center managers update distribution center plans, executives need

real-time visibility to workflow status.

This Blueprint offers a master planner role, which can make decisions on allocations from plant-level infor-

mation to distribution centers. Distribution center managers can see the consolidated results of the S&OP

plans in their operations and the effects of those results and scenarios on their distribution center. Executives

and reviewers can see the workflow status of each distribution center. As co-owners of that information, they

can also make edits, if required. All workflow status changes, data consolidations, and aggregations occur in

real time, allowing for frequent planning iterations.

Before a user enters data, the state of the plan is Not started. Once a user saves a plan, the state becomes

Work in progress and remains accessible for further editing. When a user submits an item, the plan is

Locked, and permits no further changes. The Locked state indicates that the plan is ready for review.

A reviewer can see a plan in any state, but can only reject a Locked item. When a reviewer rejects a Locked

plan, the plan returns to a state of Work In Progress, which means it is again editable.

Figure 11 shows a workflow in which the master planner is the reviewer of both the master planner assump-

tions and the distribution center managers.

Figure 11
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This model offers two distinct views: master planner and distribution center manager. The master planner

makes the initial allocation of market demand and plant planned shipments to the distribution centers. The

distribution center manager can adjust these forecasts. Although the process is automated, parties should

keep an open line of communication to achieve corporate goals.

MASTER PLANNER VIEW

Demand Summary Tab

The Demand Summary Tab (Figure 12) displays summary of demand by market and product; this tab con-

tains “Revised Demand Forecast” data from the forecast cube in the IBM Cognos Manufacturing S&OP

Customer Demand Blueprint. The master planner can adjust the demand for forecast months, if desired.

Figure 12



Demand Allocation (Alloc) Assumptions Tab

The Demand Alloc Assumptions Tab (Figure 13) enables the master planner to allocate demand by market

(including strategic accounts) to the various distribution centers. For example, below we see that demand for

the ElectronicStuff account will be filled 50 percent by products from the Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, distri-

bution center and 50 percent by products from the Macon, Georgia, distribution center. The master planner

can reallocate the plan when reviewing forecasted inventory levels by distribution center.

Figure 13
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Demand Allocation to Distribution Center (DC) Tab

The Demand Allocation to DC Tab, shown in Figure 14, combines the total demand volume by market and

the projected allocation of demand from the two previous tabs. This tab calculates the demand in units by

product type and market for each distribution center.

Figure 14

Plant Planned Shipments Tab

The Plant Planned Shipments Tab summarizes planned shipments by plant and product, and contains

“Shipments” data from the production plan cube in the Blueprint. The master planner can adjust shipments

for forecast months, if desired.
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Plant Ship Allocation (Alloc) Assumptions Tab

Shown in Figure 15, the Plant Ship Alloc Assumptions Tab enables the master planner to allocate plant ship-

ments to various distribution centers. Below, we can see that 30 percent of shipments from the Moline,

Illinois, plant go the Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, distribution center, and 70 percent of shipments go to the

Topeka, Kansas, distribution center.

Figure 15
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Plant Shipment Allocation (Alloc) to Distribution Center (DC) Tab

The Plant Shipment Alloc to DC Tab (Figure 16) shows a tab that combines shipment volumes from each

plant with the percentage allocation of shipments to the distribution centers from the two previous tabs. The

tab calculates the shipment volumes from each plant to each distribution center by product and month.

Figure 16



Distribution Center (DC) Master Planner Review Tab

The DC Master Planner Review Tab, shown in Figure 17, enables the master planner to review projected

beginning and ending inventory levels by product, distribution center, month, and version, based on incom-

ing and outgoing shipments calculated in previous tabs. The master planner can also see the value of the

inventory at each distribution center (the value is derived by multiplying inventory levels by the average

selling price by product). The master planner can also input planned inventory value and compare this

amount to calculated value.

Figure 17
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DISTRIBUTION CENTER MANAGER VIEW

The following represents the view available to a distribution center contributor and the aggregated view for

all distribution centers. Inbound transfer and outbound shipments volume data comes from the master

planner views described above.

Distribution Center (DC) Ship and Demand Summary Tab

The DC Ship and Demand Summary Tab (Figure 18) contains the same data as the Distribution Center (DC)

Master Planner Review tab in the master planner view, but here the view is limited to selected distribution

centers. The tab displays projected beginning and ending inventory levels by product, month, and version and

includes data for incoming and outgoing shipments. The distribution center manager can also see the value

of the inventory at a distribution center (the value is derived by multiplying inventory levels by the average

selling price by product). Planned Inventory Value links to the master planner cube; the distribution center

manager can adjust the value, if necessary.

Figure 18
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Distribution Center (DC) Attributes Tab

Figure 19 shows DC Attributes Tab, which contains data about the distribution center, such as productive

space percentages, number of resources, demonstrated capacity, and maximum capacity.

Figure 19

20
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Product Attributes Tab

The Product Attributes Tab (Figure 20) contains data about products, including units of measure, units per

ton, average selling price, carrying cost per unit, weight, size, and stack footprint calculations by product.

Figure 20

Resource Assumptions Tab

Shown in Figure 21, the Resource Assumptions Tab lists the distribution center resources required per unit

for each product.

Figure 21



Distribution (DC) Resource Inbound/Outbound (I/O) Attribute Tab

The DC Resource I/O Attribute Tab (Figure 22) lists whether an inventory-processing activity is inbound or

outbound.

Figure 22

Distribution Center (DC) Capacity and Carrying Costs Tab

The DC Capacity and Carrying Costs Tab, shown in Figure 23, calculates the amount of square footage

required to store each product; the tab also calculates carrying costs by product.

Figure 23
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Distribution Center (DC) Resource Requirements Plan Tab

The DC Resource Requirements Plan Tab (Figure 24) calculates the resources required to process inbound

and outbound inventory. The tab enables comparison of the calculated resource requirements to the demon-

strated and maximum capacity.

Figure 24

Distribution Center (DC) Operating Cost Assumptions Tab

The DC Operating Cost Assumptions Tab (Figure 25) enables the distribution center manager to input a

monthly forecast for miles driven and trips taken and calculate operating costs.

Figure 25
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Distribution Center (DC) Variable Costs Tab

Shown in Figure 26, the DC Variable Costs Tab calculates variable costs based on historical cost per trip or

cost per mile averages. The system enables overrides variable expense types cost per mile, cost per trip, and

even total variable expense.

Figure 26

Another view of the same tab (Figure 27) shows the variable expense categories available in the model.

Figure 27
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Distribution Center (DC) Fixed Cost Tab

The DC Fixed Cost Tab, shown in Figure 28, enables input of fixed costs by month for forecast months,

while pre-populating actual months with actual values.

Figure 28



Distribution Center (DC) Pro Forma Income Statement Tab

The DC Pro Forma Income Statement Tab (Figure 29) combines total projected revenue for a distribution

center’s products and detailed variable and fixed costs associated with that distribution center.

Figure 29
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Cognos, an IBM company, is the world leader in business intelligence and

performance management solutions. It provides world-class enterprise
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